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OVERVIEW
Recognizing our community conditions are uneven
Many in our region are prospering and thriving, and for many, this is a great place to live, learn, work and play. In
fact, we have some of the most “well-off” communities in the world. However, a closer look at how the benefits of
our region are distributed shows that we have deeply entrenched social, economic and environmental inequities–
by race and place – that in many cases are worsening and threaten our collective prosperity. This holds true for our
employees and many of our communities.
These inequities are driven by an array of historical and societal factors including unequal access to the
determinants of equity, and subtle but pervasive individual bias and institutional and structural racism and sexism.
These factors, while invisible to some of us, have profound and tangible impacts for all of us.
Launched in early 2008 by Executive Ron Sims, King County Equity and Social Justice has now progressed into a
cross-agency effort under the leadership of Executive Dow Constantine and supported by the 2010 King County
Strategic Plan and the Equity and Social Justice ordinance, which has made a commitment to govern using “fair and
just” principles. Information and highlights of how King County has advanced equity and social justice in the
organization and the community can be found in past ESJ Annual Reports at www.kingcounty.gov/equity.
The Equity and Social Justice (ESJ) Strategic Plan is a mandate of the 2014 Executive Order issued by Executive
Constantine to further advance equity in King County. King County’s ESJ activities have been underway for a number
of years. However, in the spirit of our continuous improvement, this strategic planning process is an opportunity to
go deeper into the organization and in the engagement with employees and community to understand the root and
historical issues internally and externally, that are both succeeding and impeding us as a “fair and just” organization
and region.
This “Employee Engagement Results” report summarizes the themes and ideas from dozens of workshops with King
County employees to create a vision for the ESJ Strategic Plan and gather insight about our strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and challenges as an employer and a service provider / regional partner. The results of both the
employee and community engagements will be used to shape the ESJ Strategic Plan. The goal is to have new and
existing King County teams, like those working on Best Run Government, to incorporate findings from these
engagements into their work and develop short and long term strategies, as part of an operational component of
the ESJ Strategic Plan.

Realizing our internal dynamics shape how we impact our communities
When King County Equity and Social Justice first launched as an Initiative, the majority of the focus was on the
community conditions in our region and how King County programs and departments can begin to incorporate an
equity lens in program activities to achieve better outcomes in neighborhoods and by race. In recent years, King
County government has increasingly turned its eyes inward, based on the principle we need to practice equity in our
workplace and embody equity in our workforce as a necessary or even a precursor condition to achieve ideal
outcome s in the community. In the last year, the King County Equity and Social Justice Inter-Branch Team chose
equity in the workforce and workplace as a primary focus area.
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This extensive employee engagement effort as part of our ESJ Strategic Plan is an effort to build on work already
underway, learn directly from employees at all levels of the organization about what is working and not working,
and go deeper into the organization to engage and build on the knowledge and skills of all employees. Our bold
vision is that our employees and our partners in the community will co-create the ESJ Strategic Plan with King
County government, based on their experiences and ideas. We need solutions for lasting equitable outcomes that
are designed by, focused on, and owned by our employees and our partners in the community because they are the
experts: they work with and are often impacted by the root causes of the inequities that fundamentally limit large
portions of our workforce and communities from fulfilling their full potential.
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ESJ STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS & ENGAGING WITH OUR
EMPLOYEES
The ESJ Strategic Plan is being developed in three phases:
Phase 1 (April to September 2015)




Engage with employees and partners from the public and community/civic sectors, business, labor and
philanthropy – both in-person and online – to define a vision for equity and social justice, and to develop a
“current state” picture of ESJ within County government and across King County communities.
Analyze gathered input to provide the countywide “current state” picture and vision of equity and social
justice, and share back widely.

Phase 2 (October 2015 to February 2016)




Use “current state” and vision analysis to directly shape the priority areas and develop cross-cutting
strategies that advance fairness and opportunity for all employees and communities.
Prepare a draft of the ESJ Strategic Plan by focus areas and with cross-cutting strategies, and
ways to measure their effectiveness.

Phase 3 (Post February 2016)




Make available working draft of the Plan to guide the County’s 2017-18 biennial budget development
process and for teams throughout King County government to begin implementation.
Approve the ESJ Strategic Plan, and work with regional parts to advance an equity agenda and partnerships.

How have we been engaging with our employees?
Between April and July 2015, working with the County’s ESJ Inter-Branch Team members and department/agency
leadership, the ESJ Strategic Plan team invited all County departments and agencies, and employees from various
levels of their organizations – non-management, management and leadership – to participate either in their
department’s/agency’s three-hour or in one of four 90-minute ESJ Strategic Planning workshops.
Each participating department and agency conducted a SWOC (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Challenges) analysis, which was designed to provide employees with a safe and healthy space to have open
dialogue, and genuinely share their experiences and ideas of the current state of King County government as it
relates to being “fair and just,” as well as a vision for a more equitable and just future.
External facilitators, experienced in generating and managing discussions around equity and social justice issues,
facilitated all of these workshops.
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King County government employs nearly 14,000 employees. In Phase 1 of the ESJ Strategic Plan development, the
County engaged with a diverse group of 560 employees across and at various levels of King County government,
through 22 ESJ Strategic Planning workshops. Almost 80 percent of employees who participated were selected for
their department/agency workshops, while the remaining employees selected themselves to participate in the 90minute all-employee workshops. All executive branch departments, the legislative branch (Council) and judicial
branches (the Courts), and some separately elected agencies (Elections) participated in this broad, County-wide
effort. Each group consisted of 25 to 30 employees on average, mainly from mid- to upper-level management
positions.
Phase 2 employee engagement efforts are already underway. In Phase 2 of the ESJ Strategic Plan development, the
County is engaging with employees in two ways: 1) conducting small, 8 to 10-person focus groups with a selfselected sample of non-supervisory frontline/shift/hourly employees who work primarily in South and East King
County, and 2) developing strategies and measures by focus areas, such as workforce/workplace, partnerships,
policy and budgets, communications and education, budget and policy, and operations and lines of business.
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What questions were employees asked to speak to?
The ESJ Strategic Planning team reviewed the most recent employee data available from the 2012 and 2015 King
County Employee Survey to understand how employees generally feel about King County being a “fair and just”
institution. Overall, County employees strongly identify with King County. In both surveys, about 7 in 10 recommend
King County as a good or great place to work, and about 3 in 4 say that they are proud to work in King County.
However, of those same respondents in 2012, only 47% of employees said that King County was “fair and just.”
There are some positive signs for “fair and just” in the 2015 Employee Survey. The 2015 survey found agreement
from 57% of employees that “my work unit is working to improve equity and fairness in our internal practices,” and
62% agreed that “my work unit is working to improve equity and fairness in the delivery of services.”
In an effort to continue to improve in these realms, the ESJ Strategic Planning SWOC workshops were designed to
learn more about King County as “fair and just” as an employer and service provider/partner. In each session,
employees worked individually, in pairs, and in groups to share input into the following topics:

Vision Exercise
Employees were asked to imagine 10 years into the future, what King County would look like and feel like if it was
truly a more “fair and just” institution – as a place to work and being a service provider and partner to its
communities and customers. Department /agency groups were also asked about what types of habits and practices
King County government “must-do” and “must-not-do” to be a truly “fair and just” institution in 2025.

SWOC Exercise
Employees conducted SWOC analysis on King County in terms of (1) as a “fair and just” place to work, and (2) being
“fair and just” to its communities, customers and partners using these discussion prompts:
 Where we are strong – what are we doing well that promotes fairness and opportunity?
 Where we are weak – what negative behaviors, practices and systems undermine being fair and just?
 Where do we have opportunities – how can we innovate and/or learn from others doing well to help us
advance fairness and opportunity?
 Where do we have challenges or barriers that may hinder our efforts to get better in being fair and just?

SUMMARY OF ESJ STRATEGIC PLAN SWOC FINDINGS
What is/ the data telling us about where King County is in being a “fair and just”
institution?
These findings only reflect experiences and ideas of the 560 King County employees, and do not yet include
information being gathered from sessions with partners in the community. Over 3,400 statements and several
rounds of data analysis show these 11 topic areas at the countywide level as it relates to King County being a “fair
and just” institution:

 Commitment to Equity and

 Human Resources Policies,

 Strategic Approach to Equity

Social Justice
 Community Engagement
 Culture Change

Practices and Processes
 Inclusivity
 Resources – Time & Budget
 Service Provision

 Structural Issues
 Training
 Workforce Development

and Social Justice
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More discussion and content were generated on themes of commitment to ESJ, community engagement, service
provision, structural issues, and workforce development, compared to the content of the other themes.
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Examples of VISION include:
 The people working for, on behalf of and with King County government reflects the mosaic of King County
communities in all ways - how we look, how we sound, what we value, and how we think - in all our activities, at
all levels of our organization.
 King County holds itself accountable to its stated principles and values in how it relates to residents and
employees.
 King County promotes a culture of inclusion through a supportive and safe environment where employees feel
they are listened to while working together for One King County.
 King County acknowledges the truth of our national story and history on race, is a leader in a resurgent national
movement on race, and is a region where discussions of race, class, and related issues are commonplace.

Examples of STRENGTHS include:
 Sincere Executive priority on ESJ and a County leadership committed to the advancement of this priority, and
creating cultural change that promotes fairness, opportunity and social justice
 Employees – at all levels of the organization – who are passionate, knowledgeable and engaged in advancing ESJ
 Having strong collaborations internally, and in the community
 Providing a wide array of services, at a reasonable cost, to the people who need help most, and being committed
to delivering excellent customer service

Examples of WEAKNESSES include:
 Lack of accountability and transparency around decision-making and human resources policies
 Not doing enough to seek input and feedback from our customers and the community at large, and focusing on
“downstream” services without strategically targeting root causes
 Not acknowledging our own biases and not feeling comfortable talking about race, leading to disrespectful
interactions with colleagues and customers
 Regressive, hierarchical structures and systems – such as institutional racism, favoritism, and bias – that
reinforce each other and create barriers to collaboration, coordination, and access to opportunity

Examples of OPPORTUNITIES include:
 Eliminating policies and practices that undermine access to and consideration for advancement opportunities,
while diversifying leadership and management to bring in new perspectives
 Training our managers and leaders on current “best-practices” in management and ESJ issues such as inclusivity
and bias
 Exploring and addressing “upstream” root causes by engaging in deep problem-solving with community partners
 Creating a budget that reflects our values around ESJ, and provides the time and resources to support ESJ efforts

Examples of CHALLENGES include:

The following pages present the County-wide, synthesized assessment
of the ESJ Strategic Plan internal SWOC information, reflecting the
views, experiences and ideas from 22 workshops with a diverse group
of 560 King County employees (some self-selected) across county
government, and from all levels of the organization.
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 State and federal issues – political dysfunction, broken taxation systems, and policies which do not align with
each other and are biased against communities of color – create problems for county government
 Labor policies
 Entrenched organizational behaviors and practices create fear, uncertainty, and resistance to change, alongside
ever-present danger that important initiatives (i.e. ESJ) will fall out of favor, lose traction, and become
unsustainable
 Change is difficult and slow
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Employee views, experiences and ideas
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ME T H O D O LO G Y F O R D A T A A N A LYSI S

How did we analyze and combine the data?
Through the Vision and SWOC exercises, we received the ideas, experiences, and opinions of 560 employees. The
information that employees provided was transcribed and analyzed at a department/agency level by the IBT
member. Then cross-departmental teams analyzed and synthesized the data at the county level using qualitative
data analysis methods. In order to minimize the effect of bias, a diverse group of employees performed the data
analysis and all findings are the product of at least two employees’ analysis.

Step 1: Identifying themes
Each category – strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges – included between 400-600 statements.
Two qualitative data analysts from King County – one from Public Health and one from Performance Strategy and
Budget – sorted the statements within each category by naturally occurring topic areas, such as leadership,
resources, workforce, training, etc. Duplicate statements were eliminated.

Step 2: Developing findings
The statements for each topic area were printed on strips of paper. Two different cross-county groups of eight
employees each, reviewed each set of statements within each topic area, sorted them, and developed findings
statements. Two employees reviewed and wrote their own findings from the data set for each topic area.

Step 3: Synthesizing findings
The findings statements developed by each employee were reviewed by a third cross-county group of eight
employees, working in pairs, developed a singular finding statement for each topic area. The findings for the topic
areas were combined across categories – for example, findings about strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
challenges related to ESJ training were combined into a finding statement about that topic area. Refer to the SWOC
Data analysis flow chart.

Limitations:
The countywide data analysis process did not preserve which specific topic area emerged from which departments,
and instead looked at the dataset as a whole. Therefore, some findings may be more relevant for some
departments/agency, which they can find through looking at the outputs of their department/agency SWOC.

For more information about this report, contact the King C ounty Office of Equity and Social Ju stice.
For more i nformation about data from individual departments and agencies, contact the Equity and
Social Justice Inter -Branch Team representatives for each department or agency:
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www.kingcounty.gov/elected/executive/equity -social -justice/team.aspx
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